
“Apocalyptic Daniel”               October 4, 2020 
Daniel 7:1-28 

SCRIPTURE INTRO:  Today we’re leaving behind the familiar part of the  
   book of Daniel and we’re entering into the strange second half of the book. 
It consists of a series of dreams and visions Daniel had about the future. 

INTRO:  Adrienne is our oldest child.  Most of you know but some of you don’t. 
Adrienne smart and well-read.  She’s also notorious for her lack of  
   knowledge about sports and her total lack of interest in sports.   

One time she went to the Auburn Georgia game with some friends and she called  
   me about 30 minutes after kickoff.  She was distressed and she said:  
Dad, there’s something wrong here.  When it started it said 15 minutes on the big 
   clock timer, and I thought ok.  But 30 minutes have gone by in real life and the  
   clock still says about 7 minutes and it keep stopping.  What’s wrong? 
I said, the clock only runs when the ball is in play.  It stops when the ball is down or  
   when there is a timeout, so a typical quarter in a college game will be about 40 or  
   50 minutes.  She said:  Quarter?  You mean there are four of these?  

Another time we went to a Memphis Grizzlies game.   
When we walked into the arena there was a buzz, music, lights. 
   Adrienne said:  I like this!  I think I like basketball!  This is going to be my sport. 
   Somebody explain to me the rules of basketball. 
So Eliza and Will started explaining and after about three minutes Adrienne’s  
   newfound love of basketball died and she stared at her shoes the whole game. 

I’m afraid most of us are Adriennes when it comes to the second half of Daniel. 
   Let me explain. 
The Bible contains several different kinds of literature. 
There is history, law, worship songs, proverbs, prophecy, letters. 
   It’s all God’s word, it all points us to God’s grace and our need for Christ. 
   But you read each kind of literature differently.  Some is easier, some is harder.  
The hardest kind to understand is what is usually called apocalyptic prophecy.   

The word apocalypse comes from chapter one, verse one of Revelation which says: 
   The apocalypse of Jesus Christ which God gave him to show to his servants the things that  
   must soon take place.   
That Greek word apocalypse is usually translated revelation in English. 
That’s what we call the book.  But you could call it Apocalypse. 



Apocalypse is a specific kind of biblical prophecy that is found in the second half  
   of Daniel, Ezekiel, Zechariah, and, of course, Revelation. 
In apocalyptic prophecy the prophets have dreams or visions that are confusing 
   and filled with highly symbolic, disturbing, sometimes terrifying, images.   
There is often an angel present who interprets the vision, but his interpretation  
   doesn’t help much.  He’s mostly there to keep the person from collapsing in fear. 

The content of these visions always has to do with the spiritual warfare 
   between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of Satan and the terrible  
   consequences of that warfare for all people, especially believers. 
Apocalyptic prophecy is also about the coming day of judgment, the end of this 
   world, in which the Messiah will crush his enemies and vindicate his people. 

There are two reasons reading these parts of the Bible is hard for us. 
The first is that as American Christians, we’re biblically illiterate compared to 
   Christians in other times and places.  I include myself.   
   Compared to pastors in other times and places, I’m biblically illiterate. 
If you don’t know much about football, and watch a game it’s confusing. 
   Why do they keep stopping the clock?   

But if you know it, then the details mean things to you at several levels.   
   If you hear safety, you know that’s 2 points, it’s pretty rare, and you also  
   know the psychological impact, that it’s demoralizing to an offense.   
If you hear “Punt, Bama, Punt” or 315, those mean things to Auburn or Alabama 
   fans and bring memories and history to mind.   
That’s how it is when someone who really knows the Bible reads this. 
Apocalyptic prophecy is saturated with biblical symbols and historical references. 
   So when a believer who is personally saturated with Scripture reads it, bells are  
   going off with every line.  Horns, crowns, the number 10, glory clouds. 

The second reason it’s hard for us is that it was written by believers who were a  
   pressured and persecuted minority.  So that’s who loves it the most. 
Christians who are pressured and persecuted minorities love and appreciate the 
   apocalyptic parts of the Bible more than Christians who are culturally accepted  
   and who are living in safety and freedom.  Like us.  Like American Christians. 
When I was planning this sermon series on Daniel, I thought about ending it at  
   chapter 6, Daniel in the lions’ den, and then punting chapters 7-12. 

But even though it’s going to be hard, and we’re going to have to struggle to get 
   something out of these chapters, let’s do it.  It will be worth it.  



The Holy Spirit can use even these strange chapters to deepen our faith in Christ 
   and our love for one another.   

Let’s see how this vision gives us three different perspectives to the life of faith. 
I’ll give them to you as we go. 



The first perspective is the inheritance of the saints and the certainty of 
suffering 
Allison woke up one morning this week and said, I had a terrible dream. 
   I dreamed you lost your arm.  I asked her which arm and how did it happen? 
She said, your left arm.  You were in an accident and the seatbelt ripped it off. 
   It came off at the shoulder and there was a bloody bone sticking out.   
When I got up to go for a jog, she said:  Be careful, come back in piece. 
   She told me that for the next two mornings, her dream was so vivid. 

You know how dreams can do that to you.   
   They can leave an impression of pleasure and coziness or unease and anxiety. 
How did this dream leave Daniel?  He was alarmed and anxious in the dream. 
   And when he woke up, it still so alarmed him that when he thought about it, 
   he felt himself go pale and it was too disturbing to even talk about. 

Does that strike you as curious? 
It’s curious to me because in the dream itself he saw the fourth beast destroyed 
   by God and he saw one like a son of man setting up his eternal kingdom. 
And while Daniel was still in the vision state, he approached someone standing  
   there, apparently an angel of some sort, and asked him about the dream. 
The angel assured him not just once, but twice, that the fourth beast is going 
   to be destroyed and that the saints of God are going to inherit the kingdom.  
So the dream had a good ending.   
   And twice Daniel is assured by the angel that there’s going to be a good ending.   

But when Daniel wakes up, he can’t shake the dreadful image of the fourth beast  
   with iron teeth and bronze claws, and the evil little horn with eyes and a mouth  
   that sprouts out of its head and makes war on the saints and overcomes them. 
That’s what bothers him so much about this dream— 
   the vision it gave him of the future suffering of God’s people. 
He couldn’t just say:  Well, it’s all going to work out in the end.   
   He had foreseen the blood and bones of his fellow saints, his fellow believers, 
   being devoured and broken to pieces by those teeth and claws and it troubled him. 

Why didn’t the vision of God’s victory and the inheritance of the saints override 
   the vision of the saints’ suffering under the fourth beast?   
After all, Paul says in 2 Corinthians 4:17,   
   For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far outweighs  
   them all.   
And he says in Romans 8:18, 



   I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be  
   revealed in us.  
Paul’s message is that suffering for believers is certain in this life, but we’re going 
   to participate in God’s glory through Christ so don’t be alarmed and anxious.   
Daniel actually saw in visionary form the glory Paul is talking about. 

Why wasn’t his vision of God and heaven and glory enough to sweep away all his  
   anxiety and worry about suffering and persecution?  Did he lack faith? 
Clearly not.  His anxiety and alarm were not for himself.  
   He was troubled by the suffering of God’s people. 
   He knew the future inheritance is real but so is the present suffering. 

I think there is a very important lesson here for us as American Christians. 
We have enjoyed generations of peace and prosperity and religious liberty. 
   But there fellow saints who are oppressed and suffering for their faith. 
It’s wrong for us not to be bothered by that and troubled for them.  
   It’s selfish of us and shallow just to pray about our concerns not to pray for the  
   church in places where it is hurting. 
One day those suffering brothers and sisters will inherit the kingdom of God 
   when Jesus returns, but that future reality shouldn’t dampen our concern now. 

I’m going to give you a very specific application. 
   In your daily prayer life, you should add a specific persecuted Christian or  
   the persecuted church in a specific part of the world.   
There are a number of excellent Christian organizations that track and document 
   the persecution of believers.  If you’ve never read their stories, you should. 
You should read them until you’re bothered like Daniel was and moved to pray. 

Here’s an easy one to remember, an old organization Voice of the Martyrs. 
   Their website is www. persecution dot com  
It will overwhelm you, but look for one or two you can focus on and work them 
   into your prayers.   

That’s the first perspective of the life of faith Daniel’s dream gives us— 
   a confidence in the future inheritance of the saints, but a deep concern 
   for the present suffering of the saints in troubled parts of the world. 

The second perspective is the rise of kingdoms and the fall of the beast 
What are these four beasts who come out of the sea?  
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Here’s a good example of how we miss the symbolism.   
   To us the sea means a vacation at Gulf Shores.   
For the Israelites, the sea was a symbol of chaos and rebellion against God.   
   They sometimes spoke of sea monsters as personifying that rebellion. 
The sea brought to mind the miracle of the parting of the Red Sea, so the sea 
   is something that believers must be delivered from by God. 
Here’s my point, if you dreamed about the sea, you would smile in your sleep. 
   Daniel didn’t.  And Jews reading this knew.  That’s scary. 

The beasts:   
Interpreters through the ages are in general agreement about the first three.  
The lion with the wings represents the Babylonian Empire, and specifically 
   Nebuchadnezzar, who was the greatest king of that empire. 
This detail about the wings being torn off and the creature standing like a man 
   and being given the mind of a man, that probably refers to Daniel 4, and   
   Nebuchadnezzar going insane, then having his sanity and kingdom restored. 
And maybe it’s making a bigger point that sometimes God’s common grace  
   makes kingdoms and governments humane. 

The bear eating the three ribs is usually recognized as the Persian Empire, 
   and specifically Cyrus the Great.   
He had three key military victories that brought that his Empire to power.   
   One of those victories is in Daniel 5, the Persian victory over Babylon. 
   The other victories were over the Medes and the Egyptians. 
The leopard with four wings and four heads is usually recognized as Greek Empire  
   of Alexander the Great.  He conquered the world with great swiftness, and when 
   he died at a young age, his Empire was divided among his four generals.   

Then we come to the fourth beast and things get complicated.   
A great many interpreters through the ages have said this is Rome. 
John Calvin, for example.  He says the ten horns stand for the Roman Senate. 
   The three horns stand for the triumvirate that ended republican rule. 
   And the little horn who persecuted the church was Nero. 
The coming of the son of man is the resurrection and ascension of Christ. 
   The beast of Rome was overthrown by the growth of the Christian church, 
   which eventually overwhelmed Roman paganism under Constantine. 
Rome fits the prophecy in many ways, but not quite. 
Daniel doesn’t see it as just one more empire like the others. 
   There’s something about the fourth beast that is different.   
It’s not a recognizable animal or hybrid animal.  It’s something else.   



   It’s terrifying, dreadful, and exceedingly strong. 
   This is the part of the dream he wants the angel to explain to him. 
The angel doesn’t add very much, but he emphasizes that this beast will be 
   different from all the others that came before, that it will devour the whole earth. 
The boastful little horn of the beast will be a ruler different from all others. 
   He will speak against God, target God’s people, and claim all moral authority, 
   for a time, times, and half a time, before he is suddenly cast down and destroyed.   

This seems to be the first prophecy in the Bible about a future world leader who  
   Paul calls the man of lawlessness and who John calls the antichrist. 
It also hints at a future event the Lord Jesus calls the Great Tribulation in  
   Matthew 24, and which is also mentioned in Revelation 7, which will be a time 
   when war is made against believers and almost overcome, as Daniel puts it. 

When you tie Daniel’s dream in with the rest of Scripture, the vision of the future   
   that emerges is that we can expect at various times in world history to see  
   premonitions of the fourth beast.   
There will be kingdoms and governments that oppress the church, like Rome did. 
   There will be little antichrists who carry out little tribulations, like Nero did. 
   And one by one, they will all crumble into dust. 
We could name some others, like USSR and Joseph Stalin. 
   That evil empire crumbled in 1991, on the day after Christmas. 

But at some point, out of the churning chaos of the nations, a world power and  
   a world leader will arise who will embody mankind’s rebellion against God. 
He will focus his hostility on the church and almost succeed in wiping it out, 
   before he and his kingdom are brought to a final end. 
It’s impossible to get more specific than that, and when Christians try to do so,  
   they always end up embarrassing themselves. 

But taking this vision as a whole, does it make sense to you what I said earlier about  
   why persecuted Christians appreciate apocalyptic prophecy more than we do?  
We haven’t lived through premonitions of the beast and the little horn.  They have. 
   This puts their experience in a grand context that gives them hope. 
   God said this would happen and he showed Daniel centuries ago.   

What’s the faith lesson for us, prosperous, free American Christians? 
I think a lesson, especially in light of the coming elections,  
   is that we don’t stake our peace of mind and hope for the future on who 
   is in the White House or who controls Congress or the Supreme Court. 



Of course, we care about the peace and prosperity of the city in which we are exiles.  
   Of course, we should pray for America and engage as good citizens. 
But the vision shows us that all the kingdoms of this world are passing. 
   Even the more humane ones, like ours, are products of the churning sea of  
    sinful humanity and will not last forever. 

That’s a good transition to the third perspective on the life of faith.  
The third perspective is the sovereignty of God and the reign of Christ 
When you first read Daniel’s dream, it seems like God allows the beast to run  
   rampant and do their thing, before he finally steps in at the end of time and  
   puts them down and gives his kingdom to the saints. 
But throughout the reign of the beasts, someone invisible is pulling the strings.. 

The wings of the first beast are plucked off and it is lifted and made to stand and 
   given the mind of a man.  Who did that?  It doesn’t say. 
The second beast, the bear, is told to arise and devour much flesh. 
   Who gave it that command? 
Dominion is given to the third beast.  Who gave it dominion?   
And most striking of all, when the fourth beast decides to makes war against the  
   saints of the Most High, they are given into his hand.  Who gives them? 
You know the answer.  It’s God Most High.  The Ancient of Days. 
The conquests of nations are guided by his invisible hand.   
   Even the persecution of his people is guided by his invisible hand. 

Martin Luther once said:  The devil is God’s devil.   
   God gives him just as much chain as he sees fit for his great purposes. 
   And when those purposes are accomplished, he jerks the chain. 
God is no less in control when the beasts are running rampant than he is 
   when he holds court on the day of judgment.  But he’s invisible now.  
God is commanding nations to go to war, and giving dominion to those he chooses.   
   God himself is giving his own people who he loves into persecution in certain  
   times and places.   
And at the same time, he is holding these leaders and nations accountable for the  
   evil they are doing and one day the court will be seated and the books opened. 

The doctrine of the sovereignty of God is grand and perplexing at the same time. 
   It raises hard questions about God’s goodness and man’s moral accountability 
   which the Bible doesn’t explain in the ways we might like it to.   
But Daniel’s vision doesn’t just give us God’s sovereignty, and God seated  
   in unapproachable, fiery holiness on his throne, there is another figure. 



Verses 13 and 14  The most important verses in the whole chapter. 
   Actually, these are most important verses in the whole book. 

In my vision at night I looked, and there before me was one like a son of man, coming with the 
clouds of heaven.  He approached the Ancient of Days and was led into his presence.  He was 
given authority, glory and sovereign power; all nations and peoples of every language 
worshiped him.  His dominion is an everlasting dominion that will not pass away, and his 
kingdom is one that will never be destroyed. 

Does that ring any bells from our Matthew 26 reading earlier in the service? 
When Jesus was charged by the high priest under oath:  Tell us who you are. 
He referenced Daniel 7 and applied it to himself. 
   I am the Son of Man who you will see coming on the clouds of heaven. 
   I will sit at the right hand of the Most High and be given all authority. 
   I will exercise everlasting dominion over my eternal kingdom. 
   I will be worshipped by all nations and peoples of very language. 
*By the way, if someone ever asks you where Jesus claimed to be God, this is a  
   good text.  The Jewish leaders knew exactly what he was claiming and they  
   accused him of blasphemy. 

In Daniel’s vision, the Ancient of Days, God in his unapproachable holiness  
   destroyed the beast, so why does God appear again as the son of man? 
In other words, why did God take on human nature? 

We are very familiar with the answer to that in terms of our own salvation. 
   We know that Jesus had to be made like us so he could be our sympathetic 
   high priest and so he could die on the cross for our sins. 
But within the context of Daniel’s dream, we see an even bigger and grander  
   reason for Christ’s incarnation.   
This tells us that it is God’s redemptive plan for this world to no longer be ruled by  
   beasts, but to be ruled by a man.   
Because that’s how it was supposed to be from the beginning.   
It was a man who messed up this world.  The first man, Adam. 
   So things got sinful and beastly. 
And it will be a man who sets this world right.  The second Adam, Jesus Christ. 
Here’s the application, you can enjoy the blessings of his rule over your life now. 
   You don’t have to wait until the end of time when Jesus returns. 
Right now he is reigning.  Right now he is seated in the heavenly places. 
This is a call for you to bow to him.  To repent of your sins. 
   To follow him in the blessing of obedience and holiness. 



So the word to you from Daniel’s vision as you approach the Lord’s Table— 
   What beastly sins in your heart need to be crushed and destroyed? 
   What is ruling over you, what idols, what destructive desires? 
Confess those to Jesus now.  And the son of man from heaven will rule.


